Management and Task Seating

The Enterprise series offers true value in management, conference and fully adjustable ergonomic seating.

Enterprise’s gently sculpted seat and back cushions provide comfortable lateral and lumbar support. With the choice of six mechanisms on the ergonomic models, Enterprise can accommodate a complete range of tasks in any work environment.
Comfort and ergonomic support in management and task seating.

**Five Mechanisms (Available on select models)**

**Tilter**
1. Pneumatic seat height adjustment.
2. Free-floating tilt action with tilt lock and tension control. Fixed back height.

**Multi-Tilter**
1. Seat depth adjustment.
2. Pneumatic seat height adjustment.
3. Free-floating tilt action with tilt lock and tilt tension control.
4. Infinite position back angle adjustment.
5. Ratchet back/lumbar height adjustment.
6. Forward and rearward seat tilt with infinite tilt-lock control, back angle.
Features

A. Arm Movement - Height adjustment standard with "TD" arms. B. Arm width movement (WA) - Standard with height adjustable arms. C. Back height movement – Ratchet style back height / lumbar height adjustment on most models. D. Seat slider movement - Allows up to 2" of seat depth. Seat slider available on selected models (optional).
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**Dimensions**

**Description** | **Dimensions** | **Seat Height**
--- | --- | ---
4560 High Back Pneumatic Tilter with fixed arms | W 24½ D 27 H 45 | 17-22
| mm 622 | mm 686 | mm 1143 |
| 432-559 |

**Description** | **Dimensions** | **Seat Height**
--- | --- | ---
4570-3 High Back Multi-Tilter with height adjustable arms sliding seat depth adjustment (MD) | W 26½ D 26½ H 47 | 17-21
| mm 673 | mm 673 | mm 1194 |
| 432-533 |

**Description** | **Dimensions** | **Seat Height**
--- | --- | ---
4561 Medium Back Pneumatic Tilter with fixed arms | W 24½ D 26.5 H 39 | 17-22
| mm 622 | mm 6673 | mm 991 |
| 432-559 |

**Description** | **Dimensions** | **Seat Height**
--- | --- | ---
4571-3 Medium Back Multi-Tilter with height adjustable arms, sliding seat depth adjustment (MD) | W 26½ D 26 H 41 | 17-21
| mm 673 | mm 660 | mm 1041 |
| 432-533 |

Cover: Top to right, 4560 and 4571-3 Shown in Oxygen, Chestnut (OX06).
Above: left to right, 4560 High Back Pneumatic Tilter shown in Sprinkle, Graphite (S111),
4565 Armchair shown in Sprinkle, Black (S110). 4561 Medium Back Pneumatic Tilter shown in Sprinkle, Sapphire (S108).

**Cover: Top to right, 4560 and 4571-3 Shown in Oxygen, Chestnut (OX06).
Above: left to right, 4560 High Back Pneumatic Tilter shown in Sprinkle, Graphite (S111),
4565 Armchair shown in Sprinkle, Black (S110). 4561 Medium Back Pneumatic Tilter shown in Sprinkle, Sapphire (S108).**